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CAPACITY BY THE NUMBERS

When Caltrain measures the true capacity beneﬁts of Electriﬁcation,

we consider total system capacity not just the number of seats on a single train.
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MIXED FLEET (Mix of 7-car Diesel Train Sets and 6-car Electric Train Sets)
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These capacity calculations are provided so riders can get a real world sense of how smaller, high-performance trains can increase overall
ridership capacity and address overcrowding. Accurately calculating capacity for a transit system has to take into account many variables,
including: frequency, travel time, and space utilization rates. This graphic doesn’t show the additional capacity increases that are gained
when you factor in turnover rate (with electric trains Caltrain will be able to implement a more efﬁcient schedule and pickup and drop off
additional passengers on a single trip) and all day increased service.
*Electric trains will meet a 1:8 bike to seat ratio.

